UML simplifies software development
The Unified Modeling Language was designed to reduce the complexity of
software system design. Language and process specific notation has been
replaced with a universal visual notation that facilitates communication within
all levels of development  from business analysts with limited programming
knowledge all the way to senior software architects.

A complete, cost-free UML tool
Beginners, students, and other non-commercial users will find Poseidon for
UML to be a thorough UML tool without the limits imposed by the community
versions of other tools. It contains all 9 UML diagrams and all implemented
diagram elements. You can create, save, and load projects, browse existing
models, exchange models, generate Java code, export your diagrams to
various formats, and much more.

The Poseidon difference
Other tools claim to be intuitive, but their interfaces are overly complex and
can be intimidating for new users. Poseidon for UML has an inherent simplicity
that lets you create models with ease. Download the Community Edition of
Poseidon for UML and see the Poseidon difference for yourself.

Features
* Fully implemented in Java, platform independent.
* Simple install with WebStart.
* Intuitive interface.
* Code generation for Java.
* Export diagrams as gif, ps, eps, svg, jpg, and png.

Perfect for students,
beginners, and other noncommercial users, this free
edition is the ideal
introduction to UML,
complete with Java forward
engineering.

* UML 2.0 Diagram Interchange compliant.
* WYSIWYG comment editor.
* Merge Poseidon projects.

Benefits
* Rest easy with a risk-free introduction to UML.
* Unite multiple disciplines into a single team.
* Lower resistance to new tools with the easy and intuitive interface.
* Accelerate the development lifecycle with code generation.
* Eliminate tedious tasks like coding accessors.
* Render more readable and maintainable code with freestyle comments.
* Boost design excellence with complete and accurate UML models.
* Amplify quality while fostering a shorter time-to-market.
* Constrain costs and development hours.

Intelligent code generation from
your diagrams shortens the
development life cycle.

Screenshot

A short learning curve to the
interface gets you up and
running with UML in much less
time than with similar tools by
other vendors.
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